[Re-sequencing and assembly of chicken T cell receptor gamma locus].
The genomic organization of the animal T cell receptor (TCR) loci is characterized by different gene families with high homology, and it is quite difficult to obtain accurate gene sequences and arrangements of these gene families. In this study, we identified the location of chicken TCR gamma chain (TCRγ or TRG) genes by comparing those TRG gene sequences with the chicken reference genome, and the corresponding bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clone, CH261-174P24, was chosen for further high-throughput DNA re-sequencing and assembly. As a result, a draft genome assembly containing ten scaffolds was obtained, which almost covered the chicken TRG gene locus and the flanking regions. Subsequently, the internal structure of these scaffolds was confirmed by PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing. Our analysis corrected two errors in the sequence-one near a TRG variable gene and one close to a gap, respectively, and several errors in the TRG variable genes in the chicken reference genome. In conclusion, our work has partially corrected the erroneously assembled sequences of the TRG gene locus in the chicken reference genome and thus provides a new method for genome sequence analysis of chicken TRA/D and TRB gene loci.